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About This Game

Iwo Jima was a critical point on the flight path of US bombers from their Saipan bases to their Japanese targets. The island
would be a refuge for malfunctioning or damaged bombers coming or going. An obvious target for a US amphibious assault, the

Japanese had reinforced the garrison and dug miles of tunnels the length and breadth of the island. Their goal was to inflict
maximum casualties on the Americans to force them to reconsider the seemingly inevitable invasion of Japan. The resulting

battle was brutal, even by the standards of the Pacific War.

Key Features

 Expansive campaign spanning the battle of Iwo Jima from 19th Feb to 22nd Mar 1945.

 Digital re-imagining of a classic strategy board-game.

 Re-create the military strategy utilised by US forces on Iwo Jima.

 In-depth tutorial and in-game tips.

 Large Hex-based campaign map which encompasses the entire island of Iwo Jima.

 Weather system with direct implications on gameplay.
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 Comprehensive information database covering key aspects of the invasion of Iwo Jima.

 Accurately re-created 3D models of the tanks, planes, battleships and bunkers involved in the WWII conflict.

 Adjustable zoom allowing classic board game mode with digitally recreated counters, or get close into the action with
detailed 3D models.
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I read the negative reviews but also noticed in the update history the game had been patched since the last one. I'm glad I took a
chance. I've only played through one game so far (I run Windows 10, by the way) but did so without any problems. The
developers seem to have fixed the bugs. I own several HexWar games and have never had a problem running any of them. If
you're at all a fan of board war games you will enjoy this. Also, there is a very good in game tutorial that runs along with the
game and can be turned off once you get the hang of the mechanics - which doesn't take long.. You and your marines must
capture Iwo Jima, in 16 turns while trying to maintain losses to a low level. Gameplay is really simple and enjoyable, but the
game itself is unbalanced to a point where you can't attain victory. Not only the game is unbalanced, but It's abandoned as well.
Last update for this game came out on 2016, and there's still bugs that can break your game, forcing you to restart. I'm really
dissapointed because this game has the potential to be really good, IF they made updates to their game and re-balance the whole
thing.

I recommend staying away from this game, or trying it out on a sale.. 11\/8-17 PC ver. The mouse pointer go very slow in the
game. Trying to set all to off and 640 x 480 resolution. The menues does not work anymore .. No issues with this title. Plays
great.. Played on MAC. I haven't seen any problems to play. I have also boardgame version but I prefer digital one to avoid to
calculate enemy actions. It's hard to win, I've only draw in my best game yet.
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How is this still allowed to be sold? I've never gotten it to work, freezes immediately upon play. I made the mistake of not trying
it as soon as I bought it so now I'm past the time it was possible to return. Steer clear of this game barring them doing something
to actually get it to function.

It appears they have fixed this game now and it's playable.. have not yet been able to play every time i load up it freezes my
computor
. Game still has glitches. Bombardment stops working around turn 8. Got to turn 12 and the whole game froze.. Unfortunately,
instead of reviewing what initially was an enjoyable little mobile port (my hours played are pre-patch), the game has been
completely broken by two patches and is now considered both unplayable, and worse abandoned.

This is the issue:

Start a New Game, and be presented with the map of Iwo Jima. Fine so far....
Only two things on this screen are selectable - East and West arrows. That's it. Everything else on the screen is frozen. You
cannot progress, you cannot play.
Hell, you can't even Exit. You must use Task Manager to quit.

Four emails to support@HexWargames have resulted in a range of feedback from "We promise to pass this on to the developer"
at first, to now no response at all.
Post in the HexWar Fourms and find your post ignored, much as this shonky product is. It works, apparently on Mac but the
Windows version is a wreck.

This is a major blemish on the name of the publisher. Beware HexWar Games. Strategy War Gamers aren't known for forgiving
this shabby treatment and will carry a grudge. Believe me, we carry big time grudges.

Where to from now?

If the Developer and Publishers have no intention of fixing this mess (and it's obvious they don't), then it falls upon the
Publishers, HexWar Games to issue refunds\/compensation (much as Paradox Inetractive have done with games they have
published, not developed, that are broken) and offcially withdraw this product from sale.

It is a travesty that this broken product has not been removed from sale, despite being reported numerous times to Steam. It
bvreaks all terms of service and if was a real-world product it would be gone from the shelves in a flash with lawsuits to follow.

DO NOT BUY!
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